We describe an indirect optical gripper for non-invasive micro-manipulation of sensitive objects such as cells. Our optical gripper, driven by dynamic holographic optical tweezers (HOT), consists of an arrangement of six silica beads, each held in place by an optical trap.
Introduction
The invention of micromanipulation with light [1] has allowed scientists to develop unprecedented manipulation ability on the microscale. Major advancements in optical micromanipulation have taken place [2] , including the customization of optical traps via wavefront modulators able to sculpt the light field [3] . Light fields can be customized for example to trap light reflecting materials including metallic particles [4] [5] [6] or to maintain high trapping strength [7] . Nevertheless, one fundamental limitation of direct micromanipulation with light is that it is based on momentum transfer from photons to the object, and thus objects must be exposed to significant photon flux. Thus improving micromanipulation often also increases photon flux through the object.
The high photon flux presents a great problem for micromanipulation of cells. At the most basic level, cells absorb some light and thus can be ejected out of a trap by axial radiation pressure [8] . The absorption spectrum and response to photon flux can vary greatly between cell types, and is also strongly dependent on the organelles within cells. In addition, the viability of at least some cell types has a strong dependence on photon wavelength [9] . Nevertheless, once trapped with a light field of suitable shape and wavelength, especially wavelengths in the near IR where cells are mostly transparent, cells can survive surprisingly large photon flux. However, survival does not guarantee that the light field is non-invasive. Indeed, cells can be quite negatively impacted by light after prolonged trapping as some of us and others have shown [10] [11] [12] . In addition to possible photochemical damage, intracellular structures with locally higher index of refraction may be pulled toward the center of the optical trap [9] thus distorting and stressing the cytosol and possibly triggering biochemical signals through mechanical forces [13] [14] [15] . Finally, light absorption may heat the cell and change its behavior correspondingly [16] .
These changes in cell behavior may not lead to visible changes in cell shape, appearance, or proliferation, and thus cells may appear unaffected by optical trapping. The effects may also vary widely between cell type and signaling pathways as many light or mechanosensitive elements are cell-specific. Therefore, control experiments need to be designed specifically for each biological process under investigation and for each cell type investigated to exclude side effects from the large photon flux. This is a daunting challenge.
Thus we introduce a robust optical gripper that indirectly holds objects by gripping them with ensembles of optically trapped beads. Laser light is only focused onto the gripper beadslight exposure of the gripped object is mostly avoided. We demonstrate the approach by gripping simple objects.
The possibility of indirect gripping and manipulation of micron-sized objects, driven by holographic optical tweezers (HOTs), has been shown before in a simple four point gripper [17] , though that gripping geometry is not stable as we demonstrate. In our study we show how to initiate the gripping process, introduce triplets (three beads arranged in a triangle perpendicular to the imaging plane as shown in figure 4 below) as key components of stable grippers, and qualitatively assess the stability of gripper configurations.
Methods
Dynamic Holographic Optical Tweezers (HOT) [18] used in prior work utilize a computer addressed spatial light modulator (SLM), to shape laser light into microscopic optical traps. HOTs have been used to create complex three dimensional arrangements of point traps, as well as exotic three-dimensional light structures [19] [20] [21] . We use a Biorryx system (from Arryx Inc.), built into a Nikon inverted light microscope with a green laser operating at 532nm wavelength (Nd:YAG 5W, Spectraphysicics, Millenia). The Arryx software currently allows on the order of 100 point traps in the field of view, a region about 100 x 100 m wide and up to 10 m above or below the focal plane of the microscope when used with a 60x objective. The light field can be structured such that each trap can be offset in the z-axis (along the direction of light) relative to the focal plane of the microscope by a different amount. We trap 5 m diameter silica beads, one in each trap. We use either another bead, or yeast cells as gripped objects for this study. The precision to which multiple objects can be trapped is limited by the discreteness of the SLM (the phase of outgoing light is controlled independently for 512 x 512 pixels) [22] , the strength of the trap, and the quality of the hologram calculation.
Results

Corralling particles for an optical gripper with ring traps.
The first step to making an optical gripper is to assemble 4-6 beads next to each other. A ring trap is useful to corral particles in an automated fashion into a smaller region of space. toward the ring and thus can be constrained along a circle, as illustrated in Figure 1d . The ring size can be reduced in small enough steps and fast enough to decrease the diameter of the ring of beads, without loosing beads (Fig 1e) . Additional point traps can be used to bring additional silica beads to the ring, position beads along the ring, or remove excess beads from the ring (Fig   1, f,g,h) . Since the ring is in one focal plane, this approach leads to a quasi-two-dimensional optical gripper that works well near a surface as seen in Figure 1i . The optical ring trap with decreasing diameter also works well to corral beads for 3D gripper geometries described below.
Objects tend to slip out of grippers into the third dimension.
Gripping in three dimensions requires configurations that also constrain motion in the third dimension. In principle, this can be simply done by positioning gripping beads above or below the focal plane. Indeed, the ability to briefly trap an object with four gripping beads, where two beads are offset above the focal plane and two are offset below the focal plane to provide vertical grip was recently demonstrated [17] .
However, as illustrated in the image sequence in Figure 2 , after a short time in a 4 point gripper, objects are generally pulled toward and under one of the gripper beads, displacing the gripper bead from its position.
Why are 4 beads not sufficient for robust indirect gripping? If the bead -object contact were sufficiently frictional, 4 contact points should be sufficient for stable micromanipulation.
However, while the gripping beads are constrained to focal points, the force field pulling other objects toward that point extends into the third dimension, associated with the strongly converging and diverging focused laser light cone above and below the optical trap. Thus gripping beads offset slightly above the focal plane may cast an attractive force cone that draws in surrounding objects including the gripped object. Thus additional gripping may be needed to counteract this instability. We can draw from knowledge in the field of robotics that has investigated how to optimally grasp objects using mechanical fingers [23] . Six frictionless point contacts are used in robotic grasping to fully constrain the six degrees of freedom for an arbitrary shape three dimensional object. In our case, each micro-sphere can be assumed to be a point contact. So we believe that holding objects with six micro-spheres will fully constrain them without relying on friction or making significant surface contact with the object.
Robust indirect gripping in three dimensions with a 6 point gripper
In Figure 3a we demonstrate a six-point gripper that can hold onto an object (in this case a seventh bead) in three dimensions in a robust way. Three particles are positioned above the focal plane, and three particles are held below the focal plane. The trapped object is held between the beads in the focal plane of the microscope. Figure 3b -e shows how a variation of this trap, with 4 beads above the focal plane and 2 below it, is best assembled by first forming two sets of triplets that are then brought in contact with the gripped object, a Saccharomyces cerevisiae cell.
We assess whether the 6 point gripper provides a stable grip during motion by moving the stage while keeping the gripper in place. We find that even with a poorly aligned holographic tweezer system, objects remain trapped at speeds of more than 5 m/s. Gripping works equally well for motion in all directions in the imaging plane.
Three trapped objects form a gripping pocket.
The assembly in steps of two triplets is key to the stability of the gripper. Figure 4a and b show a schematic of a triplet configuration of 2.5 m diameter beads and a 5 m diameter trapped object. They illustrate how, approximately, the associated focused light cones intersect the trapped object-ignoring optical lensing and binding due to the beads. The cone angle shown is 45 degrees, chosen near the approximate lower limit for stable optical trapping (Numerical Aperture (NA) of 1 in water). From such a schematic we determine the fraction of the trapped object that is exposed to laser light (blue regions in Figure 4c ). Figure 4d shows that laser exposed fraction as a function of the numerical aperture of the light cone and the size of the beads (for a 5 m object). Above NA~ 1, (the minimum NA needed for stable optical trapping), the fraction of the gripped object exposed to laser light increases with increasing NA. Since an increasing NA provides increasing trapping strength, this indicates a tradeoff between trapping strength and light exposure. In addition, there is a tradeoff between the fraction of the object exposed to laser light, and the intensity of the light. Indeed, the fraction of the gripped object volume exposed to laser light increases with increasing gripper bead size as shown in Fig 4d. At the same time the peak intensity of laser light reaching the gripped object is always small and decreases with increasing gripper bead size as shown in Fig 4e. The peak intensity of the laser light crossing the object also decreases with increasing NA (Fig 4e) , since the beam expands over shorter distances with increasing NA. A final consideration involves what parts of the object are exposed to laser light. In indirect gripping, the regions of the object that are affected by laser light are outside the center of the object (Fig 4c) .
Those regions of light exposure during indirect gripping appear sufficient to draw objects toward a triplet without perturbing the trapped beads: Figure 5 shows minimum intensity overlays (similar to long exposure images), which allow one to follow the motion of the dark circle around each bead. The images show an object in the center of either 4 or 6 optically trapped beads. The object in the center of the arrangement moves, as indicated by he dark streak, while most trapped beads appear in focus, i.e. do not move throughout the movie. The object is drawn toward optical traps in a 4 point trap, and pushes away one of the gripping beads (Fig 5,   left) . The object is also pulled toward a triplet in a six point trap (Fig 5, right) , but comes to rest in a pocket between the three beads and is unable to move either of the beads in the triplet 
